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GEEKIE 
•  Founded in Brazil in 2011 
•  Mission: to offer high quality education FOR ALL 
•  Adaptive learning company that personalizes education 

at massive scale 
•  Big data analysis through continuous assessment and      

personalized content recommendations 
•  Detailed reports for students, parents, teachers and           

principals 
•  One pay one free business model 

FOCUS ON STUDENT ENGAGEMENT AND OUTCOMES  



Geekie in Numbers (2014) 
•  3.3 million subscribers (80% from public 

schools) 
•  All states and 90+% of cities 
•  8 million video classes watched 
•  11.5 million text classes read 
•  66 million exercises completed 



Geekie in Numbers (2014) 
•  1.5 mm mock exams completed 
•  6.1 mm study plans recommended 
•  ~35% higher performance/semester 
•  Certification by the Ministry of Education 
•  Partnerships with 21 State-Level Education

 Departments 
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Market opportunity seems promissing... 
•  50 mm students in K-12 
•  Current system is not working 
•  ENEM factor 
•  Schools looking for competitive advantage 
•  Low usage of technology by schools but                

students are online and love social networks 
•  VCs and Angel Investors seriously looking at      

the sector  



But reality is tough... 
•  Lack of basic infrastructure 
•  Adoption by teachers is slow and expensive 
•  Private vs public schools  
•  ~83% of students are in public schools 
•  No specific procurement system for innovation 
•  Most B2C companies are struggling 

EDUCATION SECTOR IS COMPLEX AND MULTI-FACETED  



Additional challenges... 
•  Scarce access to credit or subsidized financing 
•  Tax system 
•  Search for talent 
•  Impact investing vs financial return investing 
•  Competition with highly capitalized publishers 

and Fundações 

“ROMANTIC” ENTREPRENEURS ARE FACING REALITY 



A New Ecosystem is being created...  
•  Sector will change dramatically 
•  High technology adoption by students; mobile penetration 
•  Flood of talent and capital 
•  Startups are learning and become more mature 
•  Foundations and wealthy individuals are playing a critical      

role in seeding  money and creating ecosystems 
•  Early adopters provide enough leverage, Secretarias open to 

test new technologies 
•  Pressure for creating a procurement system for startups 



CONCLUSIONS 
•  Innovation and democratic access to high quality education  

will come from startups partnering with foundations/Seducs 
•  Start a business in education in Brazil is challenging 
•  Requires tireless conviction, competency and faith 
•  Technology alone has limitations for high impact 
•  Teacher training, adoption team, content production,          

ongoing support > scalable business model 
•  Access to funding while public schools are not clients 
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